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Abstract
Context: Crush syndrome and its potentially life-threatening complications, such as acute kidney injury (AKI), are one of the most
important medical problems of disaster victims. However, today, many unanswered questions abound about the potential risk factors of crush syndrome, predictive factors of AKI, proper amount of prophylactic hydration therapy, type of fluid, time of continuing
fluid, intravenous versus oral hydration, etc. Therefore, this study was designed to review the findings on Iranian nephrologist experiences in diagnosis and management of traumatic rhabdomyolysis following the last two strong earthquakes of Bam (2003) and
Manjil-Rudbar (1990).
Evidence Acquisition: The study was conducted according to the MOOSE reporting guideline. A literature review was conducted
on the nephrologic aspects of earthquakes in Iran. Relevant articles were identified through a comprehensive search of online
databases until 2014. The search was limited to articles studying the Iranian population published in English and Persian languages.
The validated combination of MeSH terms and key words was used. In addition, a manual search was run among the references of
all articles that met the entrance criteria and previous reviews. Only cohort, case-control, and cross-sectional studies were enrolled.
Two reviewers independently reviewed the eligible studies, and another reviewer contributed in case of a disagreement. Basic information from each study was evaluated from the aspects of purpose and design, year of publication, methodology, main population,
and source of data. The quality of the included studies was assessed using methods guide for effectiveness and comparative effectiveness reviews. Two reviewers independently rated each paper as “good”, “fair”, or “poor”.
Results: A total of 1256 non-duplicate articles were identified, but only 35 potentially relevant papers were screened. Finally, 21
articles were found eligible and studied in details. In addition, one unpublished report was included. In the quality assessment,
two articles had poor quality, and thus only 20 were finally included in the systematic review. No publication bias (coefficient =
-2.28; 95% Confidence interval: -6.17 - 1.78; P = 0.26) was observed among the included studies.
Conclusions: A few eligible articles on seismo-nephrology were found in Iran, and a limited number of current articles had poor or
fair quality. As expected, the chaotic situation after mass disasters and the lack of documentation led to the loss of much important
data on the diagnosis and management of victims. Lessons learned from the current researches can be used as a valuable guide for
future studies.
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1. Context
Crush syndrome and its potentially life-threatening
complications, such as acute kidney injury (AKI), are one
of the most important medical problems of disaster victims. In this regard, AKI is recognized as the most serious, although preventable, complication that should be
paid more attention (1, 2). The early and urgent management of AKI is essential to reduce the morbidity and
the mortality associated with crush syndrome. The estimated proportion of AKI patients who require hemodialysis varies widely from 0% to 75% in different studies (3,

4). The chaotic situation after mass disasters changes the
routine practice condition in the management of patients
and mandates the use of specific protocol in such a situation. Several studies have been performed on the diagnosis and treatment of crush-induced AKI after mass disasters. However, today, many unanswered questions abound
about the potential risk factors of crush syndrome, predictive factors of AKI, proper amount of prophylactic hydration therapy, type of fluid, time of continuing fluid, intravenous versus oral hydration, etc. For example, although
administration of up to 12 L of prophylactic fluid can be ap-
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plicable for non-disaster situations, the lack of sufficient
medical and non-medical resources will not make disaster situations any easier. In the past centuries, many destructive earthquakes occurred in Iran, but only a few studies have been conducted on disaster management, particularly seismo-nephrology. However, after two recent major destructive earthquakes in Iran, Bam (southeast, 6.6
on the Richter scale) and Manjil Rudbar (north, 7.6 on the
Richter scale), several studies were performed on the different medical aspects of disaster victims. Accordingly,
this study was designed to review the finding of Iranian
nephrologist experiences on the diagnosis and management of traumatic rhabdomyolysis following the last two
big earthquakes (Bam in 2003 and Manjil-Rudbar in 1990).
The key points of this study include the epidemiologic,
therapeutic, predictive, and preventive strategies.
2. Evidence Acquisition
2.1. Search Strategy
The study was conducted according to the MOOSE
statement, which provides a detailed guideline of the preferred reporting style for systematic reviews and metaanalyses of observational studies in epidemiology (5). A
literature review was conducted on the nephrologic aspects of earthquakes in Iran. Relevant articles were identified through a comprehensive search of online databases
(Medline, Embase, Scopus, Cochrane, Google Scholar,
CINAHL, SUMSearch, SID, Magiran, and Iran Medex) until 2014. The search was limited to articles studying
the Iranian population published in English and Persian languages. The following validated combinations
of MeSH terms and key words were used: crush syndrome, rhabdomyolysis, injuries, earthquake, disasters,
humans, Iran, acute kidney injury, myoglobinuria, renal insufficiency, kidney failure, acute kidney tubular
necrosis, renal replacement therapy, acute kidney injury/therapy, crush syndrome/complications, muscular
diseases/etiology, nephrology, and treatment outcome.
In addition, a manual search was run on the reference
lists of all articles that met the entrance criteria and previous reviews to find additional studies. The wide search
was set to include the maximum number of relevant papers. The search was completed by assessing the bibliographies of identified relevant studies. Attempts were made
to contact the authors of all studies that met the entrance
criteria and to request for their unpublished data and abstracts. The search flow is summarized in Figure 1.
2.2. Data Extraction and Management
Two reviewers (EE and SS) independently reviewed all
potentially eligible studies that could meet the selection
2

criteria. Another reviewer (MY) would make the final decision in case of a disagreement. We included all cohort,
case-control, and cross-sectional studies of crush injury patients with rhabdomyolysis from all age groups. Any type
of duplicate research, research protocols, commentaries,
editorials, letters, and books was excluded from this review. Basic information from each study was evaluated
from the aspects of purpose and design, year of publication, methodology, main population, and source of data.
In the standard Table 1 (6-24), data of the included papers were summarized by first author, publication year,
study design, region of the earthquake, number of patients, numbers and sources of control (for case-control
studies) or study size at baseline (for cohort studies), main
findings, and statistical adjustments.
We contacted the authors if they did not report the
number of patients and outcomes. If the information was
reported as graphs, we extracted the information from the
graphs as recommended by Sistrom et al. (25). The funnel
plot was used to evaluate publication bias based on Egger
et al.’s methods (26).
2.3. Quality Assessment
The quality of the included studies was assessed using
the methods guide for effectiveness and comparative effectiveness reviews developed by the agency for healthcare research and quality (AHRO) (27). Two reviewers were independently assigned to each paper to rate it as “good”, “fair”,
or “poor”. Quality assessment was conducted on the basis
of the criteria relevant to observational studies accounting for study design and presence of bias (selection, performance, recording, or reporting bias). Poor-quality studies
were defined as those that had a high risk of bias. Studies
with a moderate risk of bias that did not affect the results
were categorized as fair quality, and those with a minimal
risk of bias were considered good quality. Inter-rater reliability was acceptably high (82%). Disagreements were discussed with a third reviewer (MY) and settled by consensus.
3. Results
3.1. Selection of Studies
A total of 1256 non-duplicate articles were identified,
and 35 potentially relevant papers were screened. Finally,
21 were found eligible and studied in detail (Figure 1). In addition, one unpublished report was included. In the quality assessment, two articles had poor quality, and thus the
remaining 20 (6-24) were included in the systematic review. No publication bias (coefficient = -2.28; 95% confidence interval: -6.17 - 1.78; P = 0.26) was observed among
the included studies. Only studies with sufficient quality
Arch Trauma Res. 2016; 5(2):e28796.
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Medline
n = 303

Scopus
n = 324

Web of Science
n = 129

Embase
n = 241

Cinahl
n = 254

Google Scholar
n = 1950

Iran Medex
and SID

Articles Identified Through Databases Searching (n = 3228)
Duplicates Omitted

1256 Records Screened

1224 Articles Excluded:
- Not Relevant (n = 1198)
- Editorials/Commentaries (n = 9)
- Review Articles (n = 17)

35 Potentially Eligible Studies

10 Full-Text Articles Excluded:
- Not Related (n = 8)
- Non Traumatic (n = 2)
25 Studies met Inclusion Criteria
4 Full-Text Articles Excluded:
- Animal Studies (n = 2)
- Duplicate Reports (n = 2)

21 Potential Relevant Studies

- Unpublished (n = 1)

- Poor Quality (n = 2)

Data From 20 Studies Were Extracted for
Qualitative Synthesis
Figure 1. Flow Chart of the Study

were included in the research. To protect against publication bias, the studies were searched using the method of
Egger to reject the bias. The repetition of this analysis using Begg’s method showed similar results (P = 0.27).
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3.2. Epidemiology
Based on results of the systematic review, 19 (two papers were removed because of poor quality) relevant articles in the field of seismo-nephrology in the Iranian population have been published in Persian or English lan3
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guage. These studies were conducted on the two strong
earthquakes that occurred in Iran, namely, Bam (2003) and
Manjil-Rudbar (1990). During the Bam earthquake, around
142000 residents were affected and more than 25514 (90%)
died at the scene of the disaster. About 30000 were injured,
and nearly 12000 patients were referred to hospitals across
the country (15 hospitals and 8 cities) (17). About 7000 out
of the 12000 patients referred to the medical centers were
hospitalized (15). Based on comprehensive study on the
Bam earthquake by Hatamizadeh et al. the data of 2962 admitted victims (40% female), with an average age of 28.4 ±
14.2 years (ranging from 1 - 90), were collected (12). The data
of about 800 patients who were referred to Shiraz city were
not enrolled because of the poor contribution of this city
to the study of Najafi et al. (2). During the Manjil-Rudbar
earthquake, about 43390 persons were injured, 13888 died,
and 33615 were hospitalized (28).
3.3. Time Under the Rubble
Different reports were conducted on the average time
for being under the rubble. The incidence of AKI was directly related to first-time medical aid. In Hatamizadeh et
al. the average of TUR was reported to be 6.3 ± 3.1 hour
for AKI patients and 2.4 ± 1.6 for others (12). Patients with
crush injury were entrapped 2.2 hours longer than noncrushed subjects (17). Seyrafian et al. revealed a significant longer TUR in AKI (8.41 hours) and dialyzed cases (11.72
hours) (8). The TUR in patients who underwent hemodialysis was 1 hour longer than that in other AKI patients in
Bidari et al.’s study (5.7 ± 1 vs. 4.75 ± 4.6 hours) (9). A significant correlation was found between TUR and the serum
creatinine kinase (CK) level (16). In Tahmasebi’s study on
210 patients, the mean TUR was 1.9 hours, and a significant
association was found between the incidence of compartment syndrome and TUR (10). The mean times spent under
the rubble in pediatric victims of the Bam earthquake were
2.2 ± 2.5 hours and 0.5 ± 0.5 hours in crush and non-crush
injury patients, respectively (19). No statistically significant difference was found between crush syndrome and
crush injury pediatric patients in terms of TUR (19).
3.4. Crush Injury, Crush Syndrome, and Crush-Induced Acute
Kidney Injury
Different reports were conducted on the incidence of
crush-induced AKI following an earthquake in Iran (1.1% to
6.7%). During the Bam earthquake 611 patients obtained
crush injury (20.6%), 200 cases (6.7% of all patients and
32.7% of crush injury patients) developed crush syndrome,
and 128 (21.3%) developed AKI (64% of crush syndrome patients) (17). About 82.1% of AKI victims underwent dialysis
(22). AKI occurred in 8 out of 15 (53%) pediatric patients who
4

had crush injury. No significant difference was observed
in the mean age between patients with AKI and other patients. The mean duration of patients’ hospitalization in
the AKI and non-AKI groups was statistically significant (P
< 0.001) (8). Oliguric patients needed more dialysis than
the non-dialysis group (nearly fourfold) and had high mortality (nearly threefold) (8). Fasciotomy (38.9% vs. 1.9%),
amputation (6.1% vs. 0.5%), and death (12.7% vs. 1.9%) were
more frequent in AKI pediatric patients (19) than in other
patients. Ahmadinejad’s study consisted of 112 pediatric
patients who were referred to Tehran University of Medical
Sciences hospitals, and five patients developed AKI (4.5%,
with an age range of 13 - 18 years) (7). In Sagheb et al.’s study
on 801 victims of the Bam earthquake referred to hospitals in Shiraz city, 20 (2.5%) victims developed AKI with a
mean age of 36.2 ± 14.8 years (15 males) and mean duration of 14.5 ± 9.6 days. In total, 79 dialysis sessions were
performed in 15 patients (mean 5.2, 3.3 ± 1 session per patients) (16). In Tahmasebi’s study on 210 patients, 14 (6.7%)
subjects had AKI (10). In Hamzeh et al.’s study on hospitalized patients during the Bam earthquake in hospitals
in Kerman province, 54 patients (17 females and 37 males)
were detected with AKI, with a mean age of 31 years old
(range of 16 - 45 years) (13). In Bidari’s unpublished study
(congress), 10.6% of the 1052 patients hospitalized after the
Bam earthquake, with a mean age of 28.4 years, were diagnosed with AKI with CK level >3 mg/dL. About 71.2% of all
AKI cases underwent hemodialysis (9). According to Nadjafi et al.’s report on the Manjil Rudbar earthquake (6), AKI
patients were more severely injured, and they had a significantly higher incidence of multiple traumas, peripheral nerve damage, and elevated plasma concentrations of
muscle enzymes (22). The incidence of AKI and the need for
dialysis were mostly affected by CPK, TUR, volume of fluid
received, and delayed onset of fluid therapy. A significant
association was found between the severity of the trauma
(TUR and CPK) and the delayed onset of fluid therapy with
the occurrence of AKI and need for dialysis (P < 0.001).
3.5. Electrolyte Imbalance
Hamzeh et al. detected 20.4% hypocalcaemia and
70.4% hyperuricemia in AKI patients within the first week
of admission (13). Hatamizadeh’s study reported hyperkalemia in 68 victims of the Bam earthquake (7.6%; n =
896) at the time of hospitalization (12). According to Nadjafi et al. the level of serum muscle enzymes, potassium,
phosphate, and abnormal urinalysis significantly elevated
among AKI patients (6). Despite the expectation of hyperphosphatemia among earthquake victims, a significantly
higher incidence of hypophosphatemia was found among
Bam earthquake victims (P = 0.02) according to the unpubArch Trauma Res. 2016; 5(2):e28796.
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lished results of Mooraki et al.’s study presented in the 9th
annual Iranian congress of nephrology.
3.6. Therapeutic Intervention
Intravenous fluids can help prevent renal ischemia by
increasing the kidney perfusion and force diuresis because
of the high rate of morbidity and mortality among rescued
victims (3, 29, 30). Different experiences suggested 3 - 12 L
of fluids to prevent AKI in the first 24 hours after an earthquake (28, 29, 31-33). To prevent rhabdomyolysis in severely
rhabdomyolized patients, Najafi et al. recommended more
than 6 L of prophylactic fluid and 3 - 6 L for less traumatized patients. As the fluid volume increases, the need for
dialysis significantly decreases (22). Sanadgol et al. found
that prompt fluid therapy could prevent both AKI and dialysis. The mean volume of delivered fluid in pediatric patients was 3.6 ± 0.99 L in the AKI group and 4.8 ± 0.74 in
the non-AKI group. The mean values of intravenous fluid in
the crush and non-crush injury patients were 217 ± 58 and
112 ± 45 (mL/kg/day), respectively. This study considered
the delivered to expected ratio (DL/EX) as a good predictor
of adequate fluid therapy in pediatrics. They estimated the
DL/EX ratio of > 4.8 as a good point to prevent AKI in the
pediatric population (19). In Sagheb et al. patients who received a proper amount of fluid had significantly shorter
duration of AKI (7.1 days vs. 9.4) and a lesser need for dialysis (1 session vs. 6 sessions) (16). Tolouian et al. introduced
the oral alkalinizing solution (OAS) as a feasible alternative to intravenous hydration to prevent crush-induced AKI
in the context of mass disasters where intravenous hydration is not possible. This study showed that a dose of 10
ml/kg/hour of OAS could be the correct amount to induce
alkaline diuresis within the first 12 hours after crush injury.
According to the results of this study, all cases tolerated the
OAS without adverse events and had active diuresis (> 200
mL/hour) after an average of 3.0 ± 0.7 hours. Their urine
became alkaline (pH > 7.0) within an average of 3.25 ± 0.8
hours (11).
3.7. Fasciotomy
Another therapy that is mandatory to restore perfusion to affected tissues and that prevents irreversible damage and subsequent disability in the early treatment of
crushed victims is fasciotomy. Fasciotomy was more frequent in patients with AKI (38.9% vs. 1.9%) than in those
without (12). Theoretically, fasciotomy can complicate the
nephrologic problems of patients by increasing muscle
damage and the subsequent release of nephrotoxic muscle enzyme. In Safari et al. fasciotomy was conducted in
70 of 200 patients with crush-induced AKI (35.0%). The
procedure did not increase the rates of disseminated intravascular coagulation, sepsis, adult respiratory distress
Arch Trauma Res. 2016; 5(2):e28796.

syndrome, amputation, and dialysis session (23). In Beygi
et al. the two-year follow-up of patients showed that fasciotomy was not only a safe method but also essential for
limb salvaging (14).
3.8. Mortality Rate
The overall mortality rate of earthquake victims in Iran
was reported to be 1.9% - 8.3%, which was higher among AKI,
dialyzed, and fasciotomized patients in different studies.
The study of Hatamizadeh et al. showed the overall mortality rate of 1.9% and the AKI mortality rate of 12.7% for victims of the Bam earthquake (12). Nadjafi et al. reported
14% overall mortality rate and 40% for dialyzed patients
following the Manjil-Rudbar earthquake (6). In Seyrafian’s
study, the mortality rate of 818 Bam earthquake victims referred to Isfahan was 1.4% (62.1% female). Among these victims, 7.09% suffered crush syndrome (58/818) and 62.06%
suffered AKI (36/58) (8). The total mortality rate was 2.6%
and 2% in Sagheb et al. (16) and Amini et al. (20), respectively. Hamzeh reported a mortality rate of 8.3% and 11.5%
in fasciotomized and non-fasciotomized patients, respectively (13).
Mooraki et al. presented a mortality rate of 2.7% for
hypophosphatemic and 10.5% for hyperphosphatemic patients.
3.9. Prediction of At-Risk Patients
The lack of sufficient resources and the large number
of injured patients mandate the planning for the proper
use of facilities. In this way, the early detection of and
the focus on high-risk patients to determine crush-induced
AKI are strategic and can solve problems. Najafi et al.
recommended two algorithms that enable the attending
medical personnel to predict the development of AKI on
the first days of a disaster based on simple biochemical
parameters that could easily be made available even in a
disaster scene (15). They also suggested that patients with
serum CK greater than 15000 U/L should be considered for
urgent prophylactic fluid therapy, and those with CK levels
< 10000 U/L were less likely to develop AKI. Although CK
is the gold standard in the prediction of AKI, the dipstick
urine test is an early screening tool for detecting victims
prone to AKI. Amini et al. showed the use of the urine dipstick test (UDT) to detect myoglobinuria in high-risk victims as a rapid and applicable predictive test. No significant difference was seen in the sensitivity, specificity, and
accuracy of dipstick urine and serum CPK tests for identifying patients at risk of AKI (20). In another study, AlaviMoghaddam et al. evaluated the use of UDT for screening
rhabdomyolysis and AKI due to crush injury. UDT was also
considered and recommended as an early screening tool
for AKI detection (24).
5
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4. Conclusions
Iran lies in a complex geologic zone and is prone to
earthquakes because of several major fault lines running
across the country (34). Based on historical references,
Tehran, the largest city and capital of Iran, has been destroyed by catastrophic earthquakes for at least six times
now, with the oldest one occurring in 4th century BC (35).
An earthquake that may one day strike Tehran can kill hundreds of thousands people and destroy most of the buildings. Experts believe that a quake as strong as the one that
flattened Bam can lead to higher mortality rate in Tehran.
Other countries with a similar geographic pattern have the
same condition. Therefore, being prepared for a probable
situation is very important. In this regard, lessons learned
from previous studies may be helpful. For this purpose, the
most important findings from Iranian studies in the field
of seismo-nephrology are summarized as follows:
A significant correlation exists between TUR on one
side and the incidence of crush syndrome, compartment
syndrome, and formation of AKI on the other side. This
finding is in contrast to some of the present reports in this
field (36). It can be explained by the specific local structure of buildings in the studied earthquakes. When a disaster occurs in frameless mud brick buildings, the entrapped
part of the body compresses under the direct pressure of
the debris. However, in concrete or steel-framed buildings,
triangular spaces formed by a whole part of a roof or a wall
can save victims from direct pressure.
The incidence of AKI (1.1% - 6.7%) in these two studied
earthquakes was considerably lower than that in previous
studies, such as in the Kobe earthquake in Japan in 1995
(31) and the Marmara earthquake in Turkey (36). The same
trend was observed in the mortality rate of Iran’s earthquakes compared with that of the Tangshan (37), Kobe (31),
Marmara (36), and Mexico City earthquakes (38). These differences may be a reflection of delayed relief, weakness of
triage and transportation, and other limitations that increase the mortality of victims at the scene. Therefore,
the transported patients were those with low severity of
trauma and its complications and consequently low rate
of AKI and mortality.
Regarding prophylactic treatment, the Bam earthquake experience showed that the most important point
for receiving better outcomes is the selection of at-risk patients and the concentration of limited resources to such
patients. Based on these practices, the optimal amount of
fluid for the production of acceptable urine output was 6
L in 24 hours for adult victims. Moreover, the delivered to
expected ratio > 4.8 was identified as a good predictor of
adequate fluid therapy in pediatric patients. The findings
show that in contrast to other reports, early fasciotomy in
6

patients with compartment syndrome could save the limb
without any additional complication, such as sepsis, adult
respiratory distress syndrome, and higher incidence of AKI
(39, 40).
The main finding of all the mentioned studies was to
find ways to predict at-risk patients. For the first time, the
Bam earthquake research team presented a number of predictive measures, such as the rule of thumb, AKI formula,
and urine dipstick. Validation of these tools with further
study in the future can correct their weak points and help
find at-risk patients during the most preventable times before the establishment of a complete picture of AKI.
4.1. Strength and Weakness Points
This present systematic review has important strength
points. We conducted an extensive literature search, including different databases, and used a comprehensive analytical approach that involves more studies. Our rigorous
methods were based on the guidelines for conducting and
reporting systematic reviews.
This study also has some limitations. First, all the original studies were observational and therefore were limited
to this type of study in which causal relationships could
not be established. Generally, as limited studies have been
performed on disaster medicine, we have to use the findings of a few and, in some cases, poor-quality studies. Second, data gathering in most of the included studies in
the present study was cross-sectional and based on patient
records. This issue can affect the study findings because
data registration in the patients’ files was acceptable only
at 65% (21). Conversely, most of the studies were crosssectional, and thus the outcome of the earthquake victims
who suffered from AKI was not comparable with those of
other cases. Third, the lack of meta-analysis was due to the
overlapping of some studies with each other. For example,
the 200 patients of Sagheb et al. (16) overlapped with those
of Sanadgol et al. (19).
Only a few eligible articles on seismo-nephrology have
been conducted in Iran, and a limited number of current
articles had poor or fair quality. As expected, the chaotic
situation after a mass disaster and the lack of documentation led to the loss of important data on the diagnosis and
management of victims. However, lessons learned from
the present research can be used as a valuable guide for future studies.
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Table 1. Summary of Included Papers

Study (year),
Location of
Earthquake

Reference

No. of Patients

Age,
Mean
(range),
y

Gender
(Male%)

Outcome
Measure

Results

Weaknesses

Quality

Dialysis

Mortality
Rate

Comment

AKI requiring
dialysis and
mortality rate

100

14% nationwide
40% in
AKI cases

On admission, patients with
ARF were more severely
injured and had
significantly higher
incidence of multiple
trauma than those without
ARF; peripheral nerve injury;
elevated muscle enzymes,
potassium, and phosphorus;
and abnormal urinalysis.

Small sample size; study was
performed in three teaching
hospitals in Tehran (capital
of Iran)

Fair

NA

NA

Eighty-two percent of all
patients were transported to
hospitals within the first
three days after the
earthquake. Thirty percent
of all patients suffered from
infectious disease, and the
most common infectious
disease was urinary tract
infection. The good
management of our patients
caused a low rate of acute
renal failure and any clinical
findings of tetanus. The high
rate of limb injuries requires
appropriate management in
the future.

Missing data were not
implicated. Data gathering
was based on medical
records.

Fair

Nadjafi et al.
(1997);
Manjil-Roudbar

(6)

495 injured
patients/30 AKI

NA

NA

Ahmadinejad et
al. (2004); Bam

(7)

112 pediatric
patients/5 AKI
cases

13.06 (13 18)

45.54

AKI incidence in
pediatric patients

Seyrafian et al.
(2004); Bam

(8)

818 victims/36 case
of AKI

40.4 (12 65)

45.3

Mortality rate of
AKI patients

44.4

22.2 in
AKI
patients

The immediate diagnosis
and treatment of patients
can improve the results due
to the intent, serious
complications, and high
mortality rate of crush
syndrome. In this study, the
rate of overall mortality was
lower than that in prior
studies. The need for dialysis
was also less.

Low sample size; data
gathering was based on
medical records.

Fair

Bidari et al.
(2005); Bam

(9)

1056
hospitalized/112
cases of AKI

28.4 (1 90)

65.5

Incidence of AKI
and need for
dialysis

71.2

NA

A considerable number of
earthquake victims
developed AKI in the first
week following the event.
Most of them underwent
hemodialysis.

Data gathering was based on
medical records.

Good

Tahmasebi et al.
(2005); Bam

(10)

210 injured
patients/6 ARF

30.2 (7 70)

42.4

ARF requiring
dialysis

all ARF
cases

NA

Some patients had
compartment syndrome
(8.6%), and 16.7% (35) had
major soft tissue injury. The
incidence of renal failure
increased with the increase
in time from rescue to first
medical aid but was
relatively independent of
time being under rubble.

Low ARF cases

Fair

Tolouian et al.
(2005); Volunteer
Ir anian Army

(11)

12 healthy
volunteers s

19.4 (18 20)

100

Effect of oral
alkalinizing
solution on the
prevention of ARF

NA

NA

All subjects tolerated the
OAS without adverse events
and had active diuresis (>
200 mL/h) after an average
of 3.0 ± 0.7 h. Their urine
became alkaline (pH > 7.0)
within an average of 3.25 ±
0.8 h. No significant
electrolyte abnormalities
were found.

Low sample size; the study
was not a cohort
representative of ARF
victims.

Fair
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29.0 (1 90)

51.72

Comparison of the
outcome between
ARF and non-ARF
patients

71.14

12.7

Sepsis, DIC, ARDS,
hyperkalemia, fasciotomy,
amputation, and death were
higher in AFR patients than
in non-AFR patients. Patients
with acute renal failure were
entrapped longer and
hospitalized later and for
longer periods. Medical
complications, surgical
procedures, and mortality
rate were greater in the
latter group. Early
extrication and quick
hospitalization with
appropriate
multidisciplinary care are
critical to prevent acute
renal failure and its
subsequent mortality in
earthquake conditions.

Retrospective manner of
study could have affected
data gathering. Missing data
was partially high.

Good

54 ARF cases

31 (16 - 45)

68.52

ARF requiring
dialysis, mortality
rate, and
complication

98.15%

8.3% and
11.5% in
fasciotomy
performed
and nonperformed
patients,
respectively

51.9% of patients had
oliguria, 94.4%
hypocalcemia, 20.4%
hypocalcaemia, and 70.4%
hyperuricemia. The mean
creatinine phosphokinase
level was greater than 400,
lactate dehydrogenate 20 30, and aminotransferases 5
- 10 fold of the normal range.
Fasciotomy was performed
in 24 patients (44.4%).

Selection bias; small sample
size

Fair

(14)

225 hospitalized
cases/20 cases of
fasciotomy

36.1 (3.5 65)

45

Two years of
fasciotomy
outcome

NA

NA

Fasciotomy is not only a safe
procedure but also
necessary for limb salvages.
Fasciotomy can also
preserve the normal
functioning of limbs. For
best results, physical
therapy and prosthesis
usage are necessary for
patients. Even if fasciotomy
cannot preserve limb
function, it must be done to
salvage the limb.

Low sample size; blindness
of patients and observer was
not performed

Fair

Najafi et al.
(2008); Bam

(15)

1441 injured
patients/94 AKI
cases

NA

52

Early detection of
patients at high
risk for

72.3

NA

A rule of thumb to detect
victims without risk for AKI
was developed: if on the first
day, serum creatinine was
below 2 mg/dL, LDH below
2000 IU, and serum uric acid
below 6 mg/dL, the
probability of developing
AKI would be virtually zero.
Likewise, a value for the
equation (0.45 CPK + 2.5 LDH
+ 2700 K + 2000 uric acid –
14000) 10000 of > 2.0 is
appropriate to distinguish
victims at risk from those
not at risk for AKI.

All biochemical parameters
were available in all patients.
Follow-up period was short

Fair

Sagheb et al.
(2008); Bam

(16)

801 injured
patients/20 ARF

30.5 (0 70)

55.37

AKI-requiring
dialysis

75%

2.60%

Among earthquake victims,
time spent under the rubble
and the peak serum CK level
can be used to estimate
morbidity, and early
standard treatment may
decrease renal morbidity.

Data gathering was based on
medical records

Good

Hosseini et al.
(2009); Bam

(17)

2962
hospitalized/3611
cases of moderateto-severe
rhabdomyolysis

28.4 (1 90)

60

Assessment of the
stepwise
management
protocol in Bam
victims

NA

NA

A total of 611 patients were
affected with crush injury
(20%). These patients were
entrapped 2.2 h longer than
the others (P < 0.001). Mean
intravenous intake in first
five days was 3.6 L (SD 2.6) for
these patients compared
with 2.5 L (SD 1.4) for the
others (P < 0.001). A total of
200 cases showed the
complete features of crush
syndrome.

Large missing data

Fair

Najafi et al.
(2009); Bam

(18)

4552 medical
records

NA

NA

Assessment of the
medical records of
Bam earthquake
victims

NA

NA

Only 65% (2984/4552) had
acceptable medical records.
A considerable number (23%)
of victims received their first
intravenous infusion within
12 h after the quake (earliest:
10 min, latest: 96 h). The
mean volume of intravenous
fluid infused in the first 24 h
was 1800 mL (min: 0, max:
6000 mL). Among the
patients with documented
death status, 1.7% (48/2701)
died in hospitals.

Data gathering method and
the number of removed data
were not reported

Fair

Hatamizadeh et
al. (2006); Bam

(12)

2086 hospitalized
patients/149 ARF
cases

Hamzeh (2007)

(13)

Beygi et al.
(2007); Bam
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Sanadgol et al.
(2009); Bam

(19)

15 cases of crush
injury/16
non-crush injury
cases

8.2 (0 - 14)

33

ARF requiring
dialysis

53

NA

Acute renal failure did not
develop in any of the
children with non-CI, but it
occurred in 8 of the 15
patients (53%) who had
sustained CI. Among
children with crush injuries,
DL/EX ratio of > 4.8 was
sufficient for the prevention
of ARF. The delivered
intravenous fluid of > 3.6
can reduce the need for
dialysis.

Low sample size; possible
selection bias

Fair

Amini et al
(2010); Bam

(20)

79 victims/8 cases
of ARF

28.4 (0 90)

68

The dipstick urine
test was used in
the identification
of ARF.

50

25%

The dipstick urine test is a
highly sensitive and an easy
screening tool to identify
patients who are at risk of
developing ARF due to
rhabdomyolysis, and it may
have a role in the early
detection of patients at the
site of an earthquake. The
results did not reveal
significant differences
between the dipstick urine
test and the serum CPK in
identifying patients who
were at risk of ARF.

Low sample size; single
center was studied.

Fair

DehghaniFiroozabadi et al
(2011); Bam

(21)

256 cases of
earthquake
victims/28 cases
with urologic
damage

47 (18 65)

78.5

Earthquakerelated
genitourinary
system trauma

NA

NA

21 cases (75.5%),
vesicovaginal fistula in four
cases (14%), kidney rupture
in two cases (7%), and
bladder neck disruption
accompanied with total
right ureteral disruption
and vesicovaginal fistula in a
female patient (3.5%)

Whether standard
assessments of urinary tract
trauma were performed for
all patients was not defined.

Good

Najafi et al. (2011)
Bam

(22)

504
rhabdomyolysis
and 134 AKI cases

28.4 (1 90)

68.1

AKI-requiring
dialysis

82.1

NA

The analysis showed the
preventive role of more than
6 L of fluid per day in severe
rhabdomyolysis and 3 L per
day in moderate ones in the
development of AKI and
dialysis.

The retrospective manner of
the study may affect data
gathering.

Good

Safari et al. (2011)
Bam

(23)

200 AKI cases

27.4 (10 65)

49

Outcomes of
fasciotomy

NA

NA

Fasciotomy was performed
for 70 of 200 patients with
crush-induced AKI (35.0%).
The mean CPK level of 24433
± 3969 IU/L confirmed
severe rhabdomyolysis in
this subset of patients.

Did not compare fasciotomy
with the conservative
method

Good

This study showed that the
outcomes of patients with
crush-induced AKI were not
affected by fasciotomy
during the Bam earthquake.
AlaviMoghaddam et
al. (2012); Bam

Mooraki et al.
(Unpublished)

(24)

2962
hospitalized/354
cases of
rhabdomyolysis
and AKI

(Unpublished) 1372 crush-injured
victims of Bam
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28.4 (1 90)

60

Urine dipstick test
was used for
detecting
rhabdomyolysis
and AKI

41.8

NA

Blood-positive UDTs
(without considering the
RBC count) had a sensitivity
of 92.5 (95% CI: 79.6 - 98.4)
for a CPK cut-off of 15000
(IU/L) for detecting
rhabdomyolysis and acute
kidney injury.

Large data missing; this gap
and the therapeutic efforts
in this time interval may
have influenced the results.

Fair

27.4 (15 35)

52

Evaluation of
phosphate ion
levels in patients
with
rhabdomyolysis

NA

2.7% in
hypophosphatemic
and 10.5%
in hyperphosphatemic
patients

Despite the expectation of
hyperphosphatemia in
earthquake victims, this
study found a significantly
higher incidence of
hypophosphatemia among
Bam earthquake victims.

Large data missing

Fair
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